[Female transmitters of Duchenne's myopathy: detection by quantitative ultrasonography combined with blood creatine kinase].
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a disease inherited in an X-linked recessive manner. Nothing is yet known about the gene defect involved. The problem of DMD carrier detection is very important and now without satisfactory solution. Presently the best method, for this detection, is the determination of the serum creatine-kinase (CK) level. However about 30% of DMD children's mothers have normal CK levels. In this study we associated CK determination and a new echographic method. This physical investigation is based on the muscle attenuation measurements through the evolution of the running spectral moments. The parameter expressed is the slope of the ultrasound attenuation signal (in decibels by centimetre and by megahertz; dB . cm-1 . MHz-1). We measured this parameter in vivo on the vastus medialis. The use of the chemical technique and of the physical one improves largely the detection of obligate carriers of Duchenne muscular dystrophy than when one of these methods is employed alone. One such combination recognizes 17 out of the 19 obligate carriers in our series. The difference of the results obtained by these two unrelated methods cannot be yet interpreted, but can reflect genetic heterogeneity in DMD and the inactivation of the X chromosomes.